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Development, Sponsorship/Privatization)
Introduction
Recently, many states have had to shut down rest areas along the interstates due to insufficient resources.
Rest areas provide free service to commuters and state
taxes allocated to rest areas are insufficient. Currently,
the Indiana Department of Transportation maintains 17
rest area locations with 28 separate rest area facilities
located on interstates. Like other states, INDOT is increasingly challenged by inadequate funding from taxes
generated on the interstates. This project explores innovative services that would attract commuters and
generate revenue, thus making Indiana rest areas selfsufficient. Along with a summary of the surveys carried

out by different states that compiles the needs and
expectations of rest area users, the project group estimated the cost and revenue for each proposed solution.

Findings
Most Indiana rest areas have basic facilities such as
bathrooms and vending machines. Since these facilities
are not revenue generating, the group studied surveys
carried out by different states regarding facilities that
could be provided at rest areas. The surveys focused on
customer expectations and needs from the rest areas.
Based on the analysis of these surveys, we developed
a few innovative ideas to improve the public services

that could be added to the rest areas. The composition
of individual rest areas may vary, but permitting shorter
term leases, software based displays, and variable pricing based on user needs may be the key to service and
revenue sustainability. While revenues are a concern,
showcasing local tourism and partnering with Indiana
Originals may enable INDOT to generate goodwill and
added enthusiasm to upgrading the rest areas. We have
been careful to prevent competition with existing businesses so that recommendations comply with existing
federal regulations regarding rest area businesses,
while also keeping in mind INDOT’s stated vision for
developing Indiana’s future transportation system. Rest
Area 2.0 has the opportunity to showcase state assets
and communicate that INDOT and Indiana embrace the
future, thus encouraging customers to spend more time
at rest areas and use the different facilities. Several benefits from adopting the proposed improvements include
environmental sustainability, economic sustainability,
cleanliness and safety, better facilities and services,
and the encouragement of local businesses. The solutions would also generate revenue, thereby helping
INDOT maintain the rest areas without spending more
tax money.
In order to ensure if these solutions are economically
feasible, we determined the cost of implementing these
ideas, projected the revenue that would be generated to
offset the initial expenses, and estimated the payback

period before these changes would become profitable.
To project the revenues that would be generated, certain information-based assumptions were made.

Implementation
This project can be used to benchmark rest areas and
their facilities in the state of Indiana against the rest
areas in other states and countries, thereby improving
the facilities provided to Indiana commuters. The study
suggests innovative solutions that can be used to generate
revenue for INDOT and make the rest areas self-sustainable
across the state.
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